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Most European economies will experience significant demographic changes in the decades 
ahead. Due to low birth rates, populations are shrinking and ageing at the same time. This 
paper explores the impact of demographic change on the banking industry. A unique data set, 
which contains detailed information on almost 2.5 million accounts in 11 German savings 
banks, allows us estimating the socio-demographic determinants of retail profitability. Using 
a simulation model, we are able to predict the development of bank profitability due to 
demographic shifts up to 2025. One of the main findings is that the effects of population 
ageing will partially offset the impact of shrinking customer bases. While the decline in the 
size of the population reduces the customer base, ageing per se increases profitability as older 
customers typically generate higher profits for their banks. 
JEL-Code: G21, J10, L10, O16. 
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1. Introduction
Retail banking is mostly a non-traded good as many customers demand services from a
local branch. Such business in non-traded goods is very sensitive to changes in the size
and composition of the local customer base. For a long time, the highly industrialized
western economies have experienced a growing or constant population. Therefore, the
strategies of banks aimed mostly at gaining customers in a growing market. Demographic
change with shrinking and ageing customers has changed the perspective. Banks have
started to experience a competition for a a shrinking local population, which can be a
serious threat to the proﬁtability of retail banking. This paper explores the consequences
of demographic change on bank proﬁtability.
For most European countries, demographic change does not only imply a decrease in
the population size but also an ageing population. According to UN projections [United
Nations (2007)], the countries in central and eastern Europe will experience the most rapid
population loss. Bulgaria and Ukraine are the forerunners in this process and will have
lost around 2.4 % of their 2005 populations by the year 2020.1 In southern and western
Europe, the more signiﬁcant demographic process will be ageing. Germany’s population,
will only shrink by 0.12 % by 2020. The median age, however, is projected to increase
by as much as 5.2 years from 42.1 years in 2005 to 47.3 years in 2020. Then only Italy is
projected to have an even older population with a median age of 47.5 years.
The view on national aggregates masks the large heterogeneity within countries. Even
though the population decline in Germany as a whole is only of minor importance up
to 2020, there are large variations in regional population trends. While the western
German population remains roughly constant up to 2020, eastern Germany will loose
8 % of its 2005 population – with some municipalities loosing more than 20 %. The
large heterogeneity in demographic developments makes Germany a suitable laboratory
example for studying the consequences of demographic change.
1 All values pertain to the medium variant of the 2006 revision of the World Population Prospects
Database by the Population Division of the Department of Economic and Social Aﬀairs of the United
Nations Secretariat, accessible at: http://esa.un.org/unpp.Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability 3
The shifts in the size and age structure can have signiﬁcant consequences for the econ-
omy as a whole. So far, the economics literature has mostly focused on the macroeconomic
impact of demographic changes. In particular, the impact on public pension schemes [e.g.,
Casamatta et al. (2001), Demange and Laroque (1999), Fehr (2000)], on inﬂation [Lindh
and Malmberg (1998, 2000)], on labour markets [e.g. Boersch-Supan (2003), Henschel
et al. (2008)], on publicly provided goods [e.g., Borge and Rattsø (2008), Cattaneo and
Wolter (2009), Montén and Thum (2009)] and on capital markets [e.g., Abel (2001),
Boersch-Supan et al. (2002), Krueger and Ludwig (2007), Miles (1999), Poterba (2001,
2004)] has been extensively studied. For instance, the entire ﬁnancial market may be
aﬀected by demographic change, when the elderly try to withdraw their accumulated
savings without having a suﬃciently large young population that is willing to hold those
assets. Demographic transitions may change the capital stock and/or the returns of an
economy.
In contrast to the extensive macroeconomic analysis, very little is known about the mi-
croeconomic consequences of demographic change. There is some debate on age-dependent
productivities [e.g., Daveri and Maliranta (2007) and Skirbekk (2003)] and the appro-
priate age composition of the workforce when skills diﬀer between age groups [Grund
and Westergard-Nielsen (2008)]. Beyond human resources, however, very little research
has been conducted on the demographic challenges for ﬁrms and on how these ﬁrms
should react. In particular, one would expect that the decline in population size leads to
a shrinking demand in the retail business of non-traded-goods. A naive forecast would
suggest that the decline in the population size leads to a proportional decline in retail
business. This is the starting point for our analysis of the banking industry. As it turns out,
retail business depends on a more complex interaction between the decline in population
size and the ageing of a society.
We analyze the impact of demographic change on retail banking - an excellent example
for the business with non-traded goods. On the one hand, a decline in the population size
poses a threat to the customer base.2 On the other hand, the parallel process of ageing may
2 See Neuberger (2008) for an investigation of bank managers’ awareness of demographic change.4 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
compensate for the loss in customers for at least two reasons. Firstly, older customers are
wealthier. Moreover, they are less ﬂexible and thus less willing to switch bank accounts.
Both eﬀects point in the direction of higher bank proﬁts.
We exploit a novel and unique dataset of more than 2.4 million private bank accounts
with German savings banks. The dataset allows us to run a regression on the determinants
of individual proﬁt contributions. We ﬁnd a customer’s age to have a direct and an indirect
eﬀect (via age-speciﬁc portfolios) on bank proﬁts. Using the regression parameters and
a demographic projection, we then build a simulation model of bank proﬁtability up to
2025. In this simulation model, proﬁtability is driven by the interaction of demographic
change and the determinants of bank proﬁtability.
In summary, the negative eﬀects of the shrinking population on retail business are
largely dominated by positive eﬀects of the ageing of society. While the German population
shrinks by -1.8 % over the projection horizon, the customer base will only shrink by some
0.2 %. Including the ageing eﬀects, we ﬁnd that the proﬁts of German savings banks will
grow by almost 9 % up to 2025. Thus, the pure demographic eﬀect on the retail business
of German savings banks is likely to be positive. However, when taking into account the
increasing competition in the banking sector and an increasing price sensitivity, especially
of elderly bank customers, the projections in general become much less optimistic. In a
realistic scenario of demographic change and increased banking competition we estimate
a loss of 3 percent in proﬁts.
In Section 2, we explain our empirical approach. Section 3 contains a description of
the demographic data and the bank customer data. In Section 4, we present our baseline
projection of retail proﬁts for German savings banks. The baseline scenario tries to capture
the pure demographic eﬀect. Then we modify the scenarios in order to receive a more
realistic development in retail banking. Section 5 takes into account that, due to increased
competition, the historically large market shares of savings banks among adult customers
will decline in the future. In addition, Section 6 corrects for the currently high proﬁts
from elderly customers; growing ﬁnancial sophistication and knowledge among elderly
customers will most likely drive down retail proﬁts from this group. Section 7 concludes.Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability 5
2. Empirical approach
Many countries around the world are facing decreasing and aging populations. Our aim
is to study whether and how this demographic challenge will inﬂuence the proﬁtability of
private banking in these countries. We focus on the example of German savings banks.
Germany is a excellent laboratory for studying the likely consequences of demographic
change for two reasons. First, Germany has a well developed ﬁnancial system. Second,
the expected demographic change is substantial. The latter is especially true for eastern
Germany where the population is expected to decrease considerably and quickly. We focus
on savings banks as these banks have large market shares in private banking (especially
in eastern Germany). Moreover, savings banks cover the whole range of bank customers
from poor to rich.3
We proceed in three steps to analyze the impact of demography on bank proﬁtabil-
ity. In a ﬁrst step, we identify customer-related determinants of bank proﬁtability. We
make use of individual customer data provided by 11 German savings banks, operating
in diﬀerent regions in eastern and western Germany. The data set covers 2.4 million
accounts and refers to the year 2006. Besides information on the customers’ assets, lia-
bilities, income and various socio-demographic characteristics, the dataset also contains
information on the proﬁt contribution each customer generates for his bank.4 Using the
cross-section regression technique, we then identify signiﬁcant determinants of individual
proﬁt contributions.
To forecast savings banks’ proﬁtability up to 2025, it is necessary to make projec-
tions of the likely development of the number and the age structure of bank customers.
In a second step, we therefore evaluate the market exploitation of the banks in their
3 German banking is characterized by the coexistence of three types of banks - commercial banks,
cooperatives and public sector banks. First, commercial banks are corporations and operate as universal
banks. Second, cooperative banks are characterized by a special governance structure where the equity
holders - usually customers of the cooperative banks - have equal voting rights independent of their equity
shares. Third, German banking also comprises a large sector of state-owned banks. The savings banks
are an important pillar of the state-owned banks. The savings banks operate locally or regionally and
they are owned by their respective municipalities or counties. Overall, the savings banks account for 13.8
percent of banking assets in Germany. For a comprehensive survey of the German banking system, see
Brunner et al. (2004) and Krahnen and Schmidt (2004).
4 A more detailed description of the data can be found in section 3.1.6 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
business regions for every single age class. While the banks in our sample are located in
diﬀerent regions, they cover only a fraction of all German regions. We have to assume
that market exploitations of our sample banks are representative for all German regions.
Since savings banks in eastern Germany have considerably higher market exploitations
than their western German counterparts, we calculate market exploitations separately for
eastern and western Germany for the year 2006. To obtain the future size of the customer
base, we apply the calculated market exploitation rates to the demographic projections
of the Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban Aﬀairs and Spatial Development
(BBSR).5 Thus, we end up with a projection of the number of savings banks’ customers
(and their ages) for every German NUTS II region.
In the third step, we use our data to construct the typical portfolio of a bank customer
for every single age class. Using the estimation results from step one we can then calculate
the expected proﬁt contribution for every single customer. Summing up for all customers
of a certain region allows to predict how demography will aﬀect proﬁts from private
banking in these regions.
3. Data
Our study employs two sets of data. Besides the banking data on the individual customer
level, we also need demographic projections for the German regions. Before turning to
the empirical analysis and the projections of bank proﬁtability, we give an overview on
the employed data.
5 This procedure implies that market exploitation of savings banks remains constant over the projection
period. While this assumption might be realistic for western Germany it is quite optimistic for eastern
German savings banks (see sections 5 and 6). We therefore also study alternative scenarios of market
exploitation. For a more detailed description of the demographic projections see section 3.2.Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability 7
3.1. Bank data
Variables
Our banking dataset consists of customer data from 11 German savings banks.6 Eight of
these banks are located in eastern Germany, three banks operate in western Germany.
Three banks are primarily engaged in larger cities, the remaining banks serve rural regions
and smaller cities.
For every bank included in our sample, we have a complete record of all private cus-
tomer accounts.7 While the vast majority of private customer accounts in our sample are
individual accounts, there is a signiﬁcant number of joint accounts, typically owned by
(married) couples. Since we need the data on an individual basis, we decided to split
up joint accounts by assigning the assets and liabilities proportionally to (ﬁctitious)
individual accounts.
Table I. Description of variables
Variable Description Values
prof customer’s proﬁt contribution gross proﬁt contribution II of a customer in
reference year (e)
giro customer holds a giro account no = 0, yes = 1
sex sex of customer male = 0, female = 1
west aﬃliation of customer customer belongs to a west german bank = 1,
customer belongs to a east german bank = 0
age(m) age of customer at reference date if customer has age m, then age(m) = 1,
otherwise age(m) = 0; (m = 0, 1, ... , 85+)
inc average monthly income of customer average value in reference year (e)
cred utilized credit line (giro account) value at end of reference period (e)
loan loans value at end of reference period (e)
sight sight deposits value at end of reference period (e)
time time deposits value at end of reference period (e)
secex securities issued by external institu-
tions
value at end of reference period (e)
secin securities issued by the German savings
bank fund
value at end of reference period (e)
sav savings deposits value at end of reference period (e)
6 Due to conﬁdentiality requirements, we are not allowed to reveal information on the name of the
banks included in the sample.
7 Corporate clients holding accounts were excluded from the sample, since these accounts are much
less dependent on demography than the accounts of private clients.8 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
Table I gives an overview on the variables which are available for every bank customer.
The table also provides a brief description of the variables. All variables refering to stocks
(loans, utilized credit-line, sight-deposits, time-deposits, savings-deposits, securities issued
by external institutions, securities issued by bank) were recorded with their values as of
December 31st, 2006. The available dummy variables (sex, giro-account-holder, age) also
refer to this date. For the age of the customers, we deﬁned 86 dummy variables age(m)
with m = 0;1;:::84;85+. The two remaining variables (income and proﬁt contribution)
have the character of ﬂows. The incomevariable is measured as the average monthly
income over the year 2006. A customer’s proﬁt contribution is the cumulated value over
the year 2006.8
Descriptive statistics
Some observations had to be excluded from the sample. First, we excluded all observations
of customers having neither assets nor liabilities with the savings bank (56.383 observa-
tions). While these customers are in the books of their savings bank, the bank has no
active business with them. Thus, they actually do not contribute to the proﬁts of the bank
and, therefore, should be neglected for the purpose of this study. Secondly, we excluded
all observations which are likely to be misreported. For example, we deleted customers
with unknown age or with a reported age of more than 100 years from the sample (38.030
observations).9 Moreover, some observations were dropped because of highly implausible
values for asset, liability or income variables (13 observations).
Ultimately, our sample consists of 2.472.485 customers of 11 German savings banks.
While 1.923.154 observations come from the 8 eastern German savings banks, the re-
maining 549.331 observations are from western Germany. Table II provides the summary
statistics for our variables.
8 Three banks in our sample were only able to deliver data for 2007. Due to the short time span
in between the recording dates, the possible error should be negligible. All qualitative results remain
unaﬀected by including these banks.
9 While a small number of customers might in fact be older than 100 years, the data most likely refer
to deceased customers, which have not yet been deleted from the databases.Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability 9
Table II. Descriptive statistics








prof 291.92 811.35 257.94 421.28 265.49 533.39
giro 0.7065 0.4554 0.8094 0.3928 0.7865 0.4098
sex 0.5103 0.4999 0.5362 0.4987 0.5304 0.4991
west - - - - 0.2222 0.4157
inc 700.89 3372.04 852.80 1031.85 819.05 1832.61
cred 256.64 6166.37 80.85 1061.46 119.91 3054.47
loan 6520.07 44955.61 1435.38 11414.95 2565.09 23555.06
sight 2078.72 14993.30 2391.31 8282.43 2321.86 10164.63
time 1135.08 32975.54 51.71 2219.66 292.41 15672.51
secex 3371.32 63941.88 977.48 7410.68 1509.34 30856.01
secin 1050.50 9954.41 1178.32 5922.73 1149.92 7021.64
sav 5169.25 24994.07 6182.71 14893.22 5957.54 17649.35
total
assets 6776.70 46174.65 1516.23 11502.37 2684.99 24112.15
liabilities 12804.86 86254.27 10781.54 22827.80 11231.07 45376.12
3.2. Demographic projections
We employ the projections (”Raumordnungsprognose 2025”) provided by the Federal In-
stitute for Research on Building, Urban Aﬀairs and Spatial Development (BBSR). This
projection is closely linked to those of the German Federal Statistical Oﬃce but has the
advantage that it is available for every single year and age class on the NUTS II level.
According to the BBSR projection, Germany will loose 1.8 % of its population in the
period of 2006 to 2025. While western Germany is expected to gain some 0.4 % up to
2025, the eastern German population will decrease by almost 14 %. As it is shown in ﬁgure
1, there is a great deal of diversity among the German NUTS II regions. Most eastern
German regions are expected to shrink in terms of population, some of them (Chemnitz:
-17.5 %, Thuringia: -15.9 %, Mecklenburg-Pomerania: -15.4 %) by rates of more than
15 % . In western Germany, the projected development is much less severe. While some
western German NUTS II regions will also loose a considerable part of their population
(for example Saarland: -7.8 %, Braunschweig: -7.1% or Upper Franconia: -7.0 %), most10 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
Figure 1. Changes in population size in German NUTS II regions, 2006-2025 [Source: BBSR (2009)]
regions like Luneburg (+2.4 %) or Bremen (+0.6 %) are likely to experience moderate
population gains. The highest growth rate can be observed in Upper Bavaria (8.3 %).
Besides the eﬀects on population size, eastern as well as western German regions
are also subject to severe ageing eﬀects. As ﬁgure 2 shows, the average age increases
signiﬁcantly in both parts of Germany, although this pattern is again more pronounced in
eastern Germany The average age increases by 3.4 and 5.7 years in western and eastern
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Figure 2. Ageing of German population, 2006-2025 [Source: BBSR (2009)]
4. Pure demography and the retail proﬁts of German savings banks
4.1. Determinants of customers’ profit contributions
In the ﬁrst step of our analysis, we identify the individual determinants of customers’
proﬁt contributions. We regress customers’ proﬁt contributions on their individual char-
acteristics. Thus, we estimate the following equation using OLS and White-corrected
standard errors.10
10 Note that all correlation coeﬃcients between the regressors were suﬃciently small to rule out any
multicollinearity problems. The correlation matrix is shown in the appendix.12 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
profi = 0 + 1  giroi + 2  sexi + 3  westi + 4  inci + 5  credi
+6  loani + 7  sighti + 8  timei + 9  secexi + 10  secini
+11  savi +
85+ X
m=1
m  age(m)i + i
The estimation results are shown in table III.11





cons -7.067868*** 1.418876  4:98
giro 126.8462*** 9.687804 13:09
sex 1.064344 2.726524 0:39
west 12.36327*** 2.856060 4:33
inc -0.0013874 0.007949  0:17
cred 0.0126553*** 0.0025 5:06
loan 0.0097013*** 0.0003147 30:82
sight 0.0107212*** 0.0020214 5:30
time -0.0010087 0.0015563  0:65
secex 0.0022591*** 0.000713 3:17
secin 0.006186*** 0.0007716 8:02
sav 0.0114381*** 0.0030159 3:79
observations 2472485
F(96,2472388) 13003.74
prob > F 0.0000
adj. R2 0.5144
root MSE 371.69
*** denotes signiﬁcance at 1%-level.
** denotes signiﬁcance at 5%-level.
* denotes signiﬁcance at 10%-level.
Most of the portfolio variables have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on individual proﬁt con-
tributions. The only variables turning out to be insigniﬁcant are income, time deposits
and the customers’ sex.12 All remaining variables turn out to have a highly signiﬁcant
11 For the sake of clarity, we omit the coeﬃcients of the age-dummies in this table and discuss them
later.
12 Since a customer’s gender seems not to play a signiﬁcant role for proﬁt contributions, we make no
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Figure 3. Estimated coeﬃcients of age dummies
and positive eﬀect on individual proﬁt contributions. Altogether, the regressors explain
roughly 50 % of the observed variation in proﬁt contributions.
Somewhat surprisingly, the age dummies also turn out to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from zero (see ﬁgure 3). Thus, even after controlling for the age-speciﬁc portfolio eﬀects,
a customer’s age seems to play an important role for the proﬁt contribution. While the
age dummies are close to zero until the age of 10, they become negative for ages 11 to 25.
For ages between 25 and 65, age dummies are positive and slightly growing. Beyond the
age of 65, the coeﬃcients are steeply increasing. The maximum is reached at age class
85+. Controlling for all other factors, a bank earns an extra e 223 from a customer aged
85 or older. 13
The savings banks invest in the bank-customer relationship in early years. During
these years they are willing to oﬀer better conditions and even to make temporary losses.
In the age classes above 25 years, i.e. the age where most bank customers have ﬁnished
13 The reference group are customers aged 0-1. All coeﬃcients except 9 , 10 and 26 exhibit a
signiﬁcance level of 10 % or less. For the age classes 9, 10, and 26 we have to assume a coeﬃcient
of zero.14 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
education, savings banks start to make use of the evolved bank-customer relationship.
Elderly customers, i.e. customers in age classes above 65 years, generate excessive proﬁt
contributions for their banks. These customers are rarely willing to change their bank
aﬃliation. 14 Moreover, they are often less informed about bank products and alterantive






































































































































































































































































































Age Age Age Age
Figure 4. Composition of expected proﬁt contributions per age class in western Germany
Figures 4 and 5 show the composition of the expected proﬁt contributions according
to age classes for western and eastern Germany, respectively. Some remarks on the com-
position of proﬁts are in place. Firstly, giro accounts contribute considerably to proﬁts in
all age classes except for the very young customers. Secondly, the importance of savings
accounts for bank proﬁts rises with a customer’s age to reach a share of roughly one
third among the elderly customers. Thirdly, loans contribute perceptibly to the proﬁt
contributions only in the age classes between the early thirties and the late sixties. Finally,
the age dummies explain a considerable fraction of proﬁt contributions. Among the elderly,
this fraction is roughly one third.
14 This lock-in phenomenon may be due to switching costs, see e.g. Kim et al. (2003). For a European
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Figure 5. Composition of expected proﬁt contributions per age class in eastern Germany
There are little diﬀerences in the composition of proﬁt contributions between western
and eastern Germany. However, noteable diﬀerences in the level of proﬁt contributions
exist between the two regions. From age 25 up to 70, western German customers turn out
to be much more proﬁtable than their eastern German counterparts. A customer at the
age of 40 generates proﬁts of e 238 in eastern Germany and e 351 in western Germany.
This is particularly due to the higher proﬁts from loans in western Germany with e 147
compared to only e 37 in eastern Germany.
4.2. Market exploitation and projected customer demographics
In the next step, we develop a projection for the customer base of savings banks up to
2025. Figure 6 shows the current market exploitation of savings banks according to age
groups. Market exploitation is deﬁned as the ratio of bank customers and population
living in a given region. Since savings banks primarily operate in their home regions, the
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Figure 6. Savings banks’ market exploitations in eastern and western Germany
Market exploitation rates somewhat diﬀer between eastern and western Germany.
While market exploitation rates are quite similar for the age classes below 40 years,
eastern German savings banks have a signiﬁcantly higher market exploitation among
elderly customers. This high market share is an artefact of German history. After world
war II, banks in eastern Germany were nationalized. In contrast to various private banks,
the savings banks in eastern Germany were not closed but became part of the banking
system of the German Democratic Republic (GDR). Throughout GDR times, the savings
banks were responsible for all bank transactions among private customers. After German
reuniﬁcation, the savings banks started to operate again in the same manner as their
western German counterparts. However, since most eastern Germans had accounts with
savings banks, these banks still have abnormally high market exploitation rates, which
will only gradually decline in the course of time.Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability 17
To obtain a projection for the customer base of German savings banks in a certain
year t, we multiply the projected market share ms
r;a
t in region r and age-class a by the
population pop
r;a








For isolating the pure demographic eﬀect, we assume that the market exploitation rates
as depicted in ﬁgure 6 remain constant over the whole projection horizon. We refer to
this “pure demography” scenario in the following as scenario I.
As market exploitation rates are signiﬁcantly increasing in the age classes above 40, the
impact of demographic shrinkage is somewhat smoothed. Although Germany is expected
to loose 1.8 % of its population over the projection horizon, the customer base would
remain almost unaﬀected (-0.2 %), when current market exploitation rates are kept
constant. In eastern Germany, market exploitation among the elderly is much bigger
but population losses are also larger. Overall, the eastern German customer base will
shrink by 9.8 % up to 2025.
In ﬁgure 7 we show the change in the projected customer base of German savings
banks until 2025.
4.3. Projection of bank profits
We are now able to project the development of bank proﬁts. First, we calculate the
portfolio of a representative customer for every single age class. As table II reveals, port-
folio characteristics somewhat diﬀer between eastern and western Germany. We therefore
construct the portfolios of the representative customers for each age class for eastern and
western Germany separately. In a second step, we calculate the proﬁt contributions of
the representative customers using the coeﬃcients estimated in section 4.1. Finally, we
multiply these proﬁt contributions with the number of projected bank customers and add
up for all age classes. This yields a projection of the aggregate proﬁts of savings banks in
every single NUTS II region. Summing up over all regions delivers the results displayed
in ﬁgure 8.18 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
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Figure 8. Projected development of proﬁt contributions of German savings banks (scenario I), 2006-2025Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability 19
Figure 9. Projected development of proﬁt contributions in German NUTS II regions (scenario I),
2006-2025
The results of the pure demography scenario I are clearcut: On the aggregate level,
retail business of German savings banks will not suﬀer but even beneﬁt from the expected
demographic change. Our projections show an increase in proﬁts of German savings banks
of 8.9 %. While western German savings banks are likely to experience an even sharper
increase in retail proﬁts (9.5 %), even eastern German savings banks are expected to gain
5.7 % additional proﬁts on the aggregate level.
Basically, our results are driven by two counteracting eﬀects. On the one hand, the
customer base decreases making the future of German retail banking less bright. On the
other hand, ageing leads to a structural change in the customer base towards age groups
with higher market expoitation and more proﬁtable product demands. Obviously, the
second eﬀect strongly dominates the ﬁrst eﬀect in the case of Germany with its quickly
ageing population.20 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
A closer look at the regional patterns as displayed in ﬁgure 9 shows that there are
huge diﬀerences between the German NUTS II regions. With the exception of two regions
in eastern Germany, all German regions are expected to increase their proﬁts. However,
expected growth rates diﬀer by roughly 20 % among these regions.
5. Increased banking competition
While the assumptions made in scenario I are useful to isolate the pure demographic
eﬀects, their realism is certainly questionable. This is particularly true for the assump-
tion of constant market exploitation rates of German savings banks. The increasing
competition among banks will most likely result in decreasing market shares of savings
banks. Especially the enormous market exploitation rates among the elderly will hardly
be sustainable.
In general, bank customers’ willingness to switch their bank connections is decreasing
when getting older. Most bank customers stick to their bank aﬃliation when reaching
the mid-thirties. To obtain a more realistic scenario (we will refer to this scenario in
the following as “scenario II”) we assume that subsequent cohorts exhibit the pattern of
current market exploitation up to the age of 35. Beyond the age of 35, however, we assume
that market exploitation remains constant at the level of the currently 35 year old. This
implies that the extremely high market expoitation rates among the elderly gradually
decline. The change in market exploitation rates over time is illustrated in ﬁgure 10.
When applying this development of market exploitation rates, the customer base pro-
jections worsen considerably compared to the case of constant market exploitation rates
(scenario I). This is especially true for eastern Germany where the current market ex-
ploitation rates are exceptionally high among the elderly. The projected loss of customers
in eastern Germany more than doubles from 9.8 to 21.6 % while the eﬀect in western
Germany is much less pronounced. Instead of winning 1.9 %, savings banks in western
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Figure 10. Market exploitation rates under increased banking competition (scenario II), 2006, 2015, 2025
German customer base, German savings banks as a whole are expected to loose 5.2 % of
their customers instead of only 0.2 % in scenario I.
Using the same procedure as for scenario I, we again calculate the development of
proﬁts. Figure 11 shows the regional results. On the aggregate level, the joint eﬀect
of demography and increased banking competition is still slightly positive (+ 1.7%).
However, this result is primarily driven by the slightly positive development in western
Germany (+4.3%). Proﬁt contributions of the eastern German savings banks are expected
to decrease by 11.6% until 2025 in scenario II.
6. Increased price sensitivity of customers
In scenarios I and II, we have assumed that the age eﬀects, i.e. the estimated coeﬃcients
of the age dummies, remain constant over the whole projection horizon. Obviously, this
assumption contributes considerably to the results in scenarios I and II, since the age
dummies for age classes above 70 exert a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on overall proﬁts. Even
though price sensitivity somewhat decreases over the life cycle, it is far from obvious22 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
Figure 11. Projected development of proﬁt contributions in German NUTS II regions under increased
banking competition (scenario II), 2006-2025
that the exceptionally high proﬁts from elderly customers will also be experienced in the
future. Elderly bank customers will be technically more experienced and may be better
informed about investment opportunities than their current counterparts. If this line of
argument holds true, scenario I and II are likely to be too optimistic.
To account for an increasing price sensitivity, we assume in scenario III that the the age
dummies for the age classes above 70 will adjust to the level of the current population at
age 70. The adjustment of age dummies, as illustrated in ﬁgure 12, leads to a smoothing
of coeﬃcients over time.15
In scenario III, proﬁts are expected to decrease by 3.2 %. The proﬁts of western
German savings banks will remain almost constant (-0.4 %), while their eastern German
counterparts loose 18.0 % of their proﬁt contributions over the projection horizon. Using
the regional demographic development, we are able to break down the results on the
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Figure 12. Development of age dummy coeﬃcients under increased price sensitivity of the elderly
customers (scenario III), 2006-2025
NUTS II level. Figure 13 shows the regional results. There are huge regional diﬀerences
with regard to proﬁt developments. Savings banks in demographically stable regions of
southern Bavaria and Baden-Wurttemberg are able to gain 3 to 6 % in proﬁts up to 2025.
Within eastern Germany, the savings banks in Saxony, Thuringia and Saxony-Anhalt will
suﬀer the most. The decline in proﬁts reaches from -18 % to -24 %.
7. Conclusion
We have combined a unique data set of bank customers with demographic projections to
analyse the impact of demographic change on retail business of savings banks. Table IV
summarizes the results with respect to customer bases and proﬁts. The shrinking popu-
lation puts a signiﬁcant pressure on the customer base, particularly in eastern Germany.
Scenario I, however, shows that ageing provides a strong counterbalancing eﬀect. Even
though the customer base declines by almost 10 % in eastern Germany, proﬁts would even
increase due to the higher proﬁts generated from elderly customers. The numbers from
scenario I are useful for understanding the pure demographic eﬀect. However, they do24 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
Figure 13. Projected development of proﬁt contributions in German NUTS II regions under increased
banking competition and price sensitivity (scenario III), 2006-2025
not provide a realistic scenario for savings banks. Cohort eﬀects will blur the optimistic
picture. In the future, savings banks will no longer be able to maintain the high market
share among elderly customers and to extract such high rents from this group. In the
- what we believe realistic - scenario III, the savings banks in western Germany will
experience small declines in the customer base (-1.6 %) and in proﬁts (-0.4 %) up to
2025. Eastern German savings banks, however, will loose one ﬁfth of their customer base
and they will have to cope with a drop in proﬁts of 18 %.
As our analysis is based on a huge data set bank customers, the calculations of the
proﬁt contributions are robust and reliable. Nevertheless, there are several ways how
our projection could be further improved. Firstly, our data set is fairly representative
for eastern Germany (and other economically weaker regions) but does not cover all
regional types in western Germany. With additional data from diﬀerent regions (rural
areas, major cities, industrial agglomeration areas,...), we would be able to paint an evenDemographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability 25
more detailed picture on the regional impact of demographic change. Secondly, a panel
data set could circumvent some of the diﬃculties in the present study. As our data set is
just a cross section from 2006, we had to make interferences from the cross section to the
cohort behavior. Panel data would allow to track changes in proﬁt contributions for each
individual over time. Finally, our analysis is limited to savings banks. Adding cooperative
and private banks, which are also active in retail banking, would allow for an interesting
comparison as the structure of proﬁt contributions probably diﬀers between bank types.











scenario I 1:86  9:81  0:22 9:53 5:66 8:91
scenario II  1:59  21:60  5:15 4:25  11:61 1:71
scenario III  1:59  21:60  5:15  0:36  17:97  3:18
population 0:43  13:61  1:83 0:43  13:61  1:8326 Demographic Change and Bank Proﬁtability
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Appendix
Table V. Correlation Matrix
prof inc cred loan sight time secex secin sav
prof 1.0000
inc 0.1647 1.0000
cred 0.1242 0.0429 1.0000
loan 0.4421 0.0554 0.1197 1.0000
sight 0.3094 0.2863 0.0044 0.0265 1.0000
time 0.0591 0.0354 0.0181 0.0180 0.2908 1.0000
secex 0.1904 0.1199 0.0168 0.0386 0.0907 0.0678 1.0000
secin 0.1509 0.0567 -0.0025 0.0053 0.0668 0.0331 0.0676 1.0000
sav 0.4534 0.0776 -0.0093 -0.0169 0.1619 0.0176 0.0405 0.0963 1.0000
Table VI. Spearman Rank Correlation
prof inc cred loan sight time secex secin sav
prof 1.0000
inc 0.5948 1.0000
cred 0.0866 0.0830 1.0000
loan 0.2597 0.1046 0.1481 1.0000
sight 0.6175 0.6486 -0.2763 -0.0599 1.0000
time 0.0791 0.0265 -0.0192 0.0044 0.0497 1.0000
secex 0.2375 0.1470 -0.0157 -0.0060 0.1986 0.0845 1.0000
secin 0.1556 0.1277 -0.0400 0.0111 0.1364 0.0096 0.1991 1.0000
sav 0.4322 0.1351 -0.1295 -0.1066 0.2549 0.0477 0.1710 0.1129 1.0000CESifo Working Paper Series 
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